












Report of Electoral Literacy Club (ELC) , 2017-18 

The ELC of the University has conducted its first annual Electoral Literacy Fest with the 

objective to aware its students on election system, election process as well as the role and 

responsibilities of the students towards the nation.  

On the occasion of National Voters’ Day the ELC in collaboration with the district 

administration of Bilaspur conducted a programme on 25th January 2017 in the University 

campus. Approximately 250 students and faculties from all the departments participated in this 

programme. The theme of this programme was “Empowerments of the youth and future 

voters”. The programme is chaired by the honorable Vice-Chancellor Prof. Anjila Gupta, 

GGV, Bilaspur.  The invited chief guest was the respected Commissioner of Bilaspur Division 

Niharika Barik and Anbalagan P. the District Collector of Bilaspur.   

The invited guests have delivered their views on the fair and free elections system in India as 

well the role and responsibilities’ of young and active citizens of the country.  

At the end of the programme Prof. BN Tiwari, Department of Biotechnology, GGV gives votes 

of thanks to all the guests and participants.  

The following ELC members actively participate in the success of the programme:  

 Dr. M N Tripathi (DSW)  

 Dr. Dilip Jha ( Dept. of Economic)  

 Shri Murli Manohar Singh (Dept. of Hindi)  

 Dr. Santwana Pandey (Dept. of Pol. Sc.)  

 Ms. Sonia Nagdev (Student Coordinator- UG)  

 Mr. Gopal Yadav (Student Coordinator- UG) 

  

NATIONAL VOTERS DAY 

CELEBRATION  25.01.2017 

NATIONAL VOTERS DAY 
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Report of Electoral Literacy Club, 2018-19 

With the goal of educating its students on the election process and system as well as their roles 

and obligations towards the nation, the University's ELC held its first annual Electoral Literacy 

Fest. 

On January 25th, 2018, a programme was held on the university campus in honour of National 

Voters’ Day. The ELC and the district administration of Bilaspur collaborated to organise the 

event. A total of 300 students and faculties members from all the departments took part in this 

course. The theme of this programme was “Matadan Jagrukta Abhiyan”. The programme is 

chaired by the honorable Vice-Chancellor Prof. Anjila Gupta, GGV, Bilaspur.  The invited chief 

guest was the respected Commissioner of Bilaspur Division Shri TC Mahavar and Shri P. Dayanad 

the district collector of Bilaspur.   

The invited guests have delivered their views on the awareness of voters related to the elections 

system in India as well the role and responsibilities of young and active citizens of the country.  

At the end of the programme Prof. BN Tiwari, Department of Biotechnology gives votes of thanks 

to all the guests and participants.  

The following ELC members actively participate in the success of the programme:  

 Dr. M N Tripathi (DSW)  

 Dr. Dilip Jha ( Dept. of Economic)  

 Shri Murli Manohar Singh (Dept. of Hindi)  

 Dr. Santwana Pandey (Dept. of Pol.Sc.)  

 Shri Amit Ku. Gupta (Dept. of Pol. Sc.)  

 Ms. Renuka Pandey (Student Coordinator- UG) 

 Ms. Yashi Yadav (Student Coordinator- UG) 

 
 

NATIONAL VOTERS DAY CELEBRATION  
25.01.2018 

NATIONAL VOTERS DAY CELEBRATION  
25.01.2018 

 



 

REPORT ON ELECTORAL LITERACY CLUB (ELC) 

 

BACKGROUND:  

India is a democratic country and the success of a democracy depends on the active participant 

and voters. The youth of the country played an important role to strengthen democracy. With 

this objective, the Electoral Literacy Club (ELC) was established by Guru Ghasidas 

Vishwavidyala (A Central University), coordinated by Professor Santwana Pandey from the 

Political Science Department in the year 2019. The club has been organizing the Electoral 

Literacy Fest, with the recurring theme "Nirvachan Saksharta Mahaotsav," since 2019. The 

club's prime objective is to empower the students to become active citizens of the country and 

participate in the political process of the country and strengthen the nation.  

TARGETED GROUP:  

The Electoral Literacy Club (ELC) targeted the students of Guru Ghasidas Vishwavidyalaya 

to educate and empower them in voting, participating, and the Indian democratic process of 

election.  

PREREQUISITE:  

There is no extra qualification is needed to participate in this Electoral Literacy Club (ELC). 

All students from all the departments and courses from undergraduate to Ph.D. can participate 

and be a part of the club and be empowered and aware.  

OBJECTIVE OF  THE ELC:  

The ELC was formed to achieve the following objectives:  

A. To give a practical learning experience of elaction to the students during their academic 

study.  

B. To create awareness and educate students on the Indian Democratic Election System.  



C. To enroll the name of new voters (The university students who have completed 18 years 

of age) in the electoral list of the state election commission.  

D.  To educate students about the prevailing voting system in India. 

E. The objective of the club is to equip students with the knowledge they need to exercise 

their right to vote in an informed and responsible manner.  

F. By giving them the required knowledge and information, such as familiarising them 

with political processes, voting rights, and citizen duties, the club focuses on raising 

awareness among potential voters—the students, and the young minds. 

SCOPE FOR THE STUDENTS:  

The Electoral Literacy Club (ELC) provides excellent scope for the students of GGV in the 

following ways:  

In a democratic country like India the mechanism by which people can choose their 

representatives at regular intervals and change them whenever they want to be called an 

election. They can choose who will make laws for them. They can choose who will form the 

government and take major decisions. Hence educated, young minds and active voters can 

make democracy more strengthen. The Guru Ghasidas Vishwavidyalaya trends the students 

and makes them aware to participate actively in the political process of the country. It also 

provide them a scope to enroll their name in the electoral roll of the state.   

 

ELC has been set up at GGV, taking various initiatives to achieve the objective of ELC. 

Students and faculty members from all departments participate and contribute to its success. 

The ELC conducts its activities in different phases which are as under: 

1st phase: The campaign to raise awareness about ELC 

 This is the initial phase of the ELC, the existing members and volunteers of the ELC 

conduct an awareness campaign and inform the newly admitted students at the 

graduation level about the formation of the ELC, its objectives, and various activities. 

 The ELC holds its annual Electoral Literacy Fest between March and April, and The 

ELC tries its best to promote awareness and education related to election activities.  

 

 During this, The students participating in activity like the compose and 

preparation of lyrics ELC for the election song. 

 The Nukkad Natak team prepares the script for their act. 

 Under the Model Matdan activity, the roles of BLO and ERO are played, 

and they prepare the voter ID card of the student registered in two ways: 

Students who are 18 or older and whose names are not officially 

registered for voter cards can apply with the help of the Election 

Commission's voter helpline, Aaps, to register their names. Second, for 



the model Matdan activity of the ELC, enrollment of names in the voter 

ID card and preparation of the voter list are done. 

 Apart from this, the process of filling out the nomination form for 

participating in the election of model voters is done. 

 

 After that, the existing volunteers also create awareness among the new students regarding the 

activities conducted under the ELC. Like; Nukkad Natak, Debate Competitions, and Poster-

Painting competitions under the Wall of Democracy activity,  
 

2nd phase: The model Matdan Preparation Activities 

 The participant acquired hands-on experience in the election process during this phase, from 

the election campaign to the announcement of the election results.  

 

 For gaining practical experience students prepare their election manifesto and present it 

before the people (University students). And file their nomination and start campaigns for 

voting.  

 

 In order to educate the students about the voting system prevalent in India, the model voting 

activity involves the activities related to the functions of booth level officers (BLOs), 

electoral registered officers (EROs), Presiding Officers, Polling Officers, Returning Officers 

associated with the election process and their functions in the election process. Under the 

model voting activity, students participated as various officers and got the knowledge of 

how to operate Electronic Voting Machines (EVM), Voter verifiable paper audit trail 

(VVPAT), and other electronic devices used in elections. 

 

 On a fixed date the model Matadan is conducted by the students. The students act as 

presiding officer, returning officer, and first, second, third, and fourth polling officers to 

conduct the election.  

 

 Finally, the election is conducted in the same process as conducted in India and the result is 

announced by the concerned officer.  

3rd Phase: The Electoral Literacy Fest  

 This is the final and annual fest of the ELC, where the coordinators present their report 

on the activities conducted for the current year under the ELC and their vision and plan 

for the upcoming year.  The Winners are awarded in the annual fest who participated 

in different activities of ELC.  

In order to achieve the above objectives the ELC has conducted the following programmes:  

 Nukkad Natak: Knowledge is imparted through the presentation of small, meaningful 

stories. 



 Wall of Democracy: Competitions such as poster making and slogan writing 

encourage creative expression and engages the participants in reflecting on their hidden 

talents as well as learning more about electoral values. 

 

 Debate Competition: The club organizes debate competitions on topics of relevance 

to democracy. For example, the theme for the 2021–22 debate competition was 

“Should the Government Make Voting Compulsory for All”. The Students 

participating in ELC activities write and compose a song for every fest.  

 

 Election Song: This activity increases and involves students' talents to compose an 

electoral song that informs people of the electoral process and systems. URL for the 

composed song:  ELF_2020 (Theme Name: “My Vote My Right”) 

:https://youtu.be/W1hNPn1nEBc: ELF_2022: Theme Name: “My Vote My Future: 

Hum Naye Dour Ke Matdata Hain Vote Dekar  Loktantra Ka Parv Manayenge” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pu-WpN5XZ9Y&t=227s   

 

 Model Matdan: This activity serves as a practical demonstration of the voting process, 

with the setting and mimicking of a polling station. Selected students perform various 

roles such as polling officers, presiding officers, returning officiers booth-level officers, 

and voters. Each role holder gives a presentation about their responsibilities, and 

candidates campaign with their manifestos and speeches. 

 

In short: The ELC organizes its annual Electoral Literacy Fest between March to April and 

finally registers their names in the voter list. Most importantly the ELC has conducted its 

awareness functionaries in the year 2022-June in a virtual mode during the period of COVID-

19 when all the universities are not functioning physically. The ELC tries its best to promote 

awareness and education related to election activities. The Literacy Club creates awareness 

among the students on how to voluntarily participate in the Election process and help the 

underprivileged sections of society. especially transgender, commercial sex workers, disabled 

persons, senior citizens, etc.  

 

PROGRAMME ORGANISED UNDER ELC 

 

“NIRVACHAN SAKSHARTA MAHOTSAV, 2019”, 

Date & Time of Event: 01 October 2019 (2:00-4:00 PM) 

Report on a Student Activity on Electoral Awareness Theme Name: “Nirvachan Saksharta Mahotsav, 

2019” Date & Time of Event: 01 October 2019 (2:00-4:00 PM) An electoral literacy programme was 

organized by the class of BA (Hon’s)-Political Science first Semester inUTD Wing B, Room 81 

https://youtu.be/W1hNPn1nEBc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pu-WpN5XZ9Y&t=227s


premises on 1st October 2019 to sensitize the students on their electoral rights and familiarize them 

with the electoral process. The event embraced interesting and thought-provoking activities with 

diligent participation of all students performing various important roles.  

 A melodic election song motivating the youth to be aware was performed by Samiksha team 

students.  

 The audience also couldn’t take their eyes off the beautiful ‘Wall of Democracy’ decorated 

with informative artworks representing the theme of event in a creative manner.  

 Amidst the further proceedings, an amusing ‘Nukkad Natak’ (skit) was presented conveying 

the important message to vote ethically and make the informed choice.  

 Students acting as Electoral Registration Officer (ERO) and Booth Level Officer (BLO) 

explained the important process of getting registered as a vote, gave brief of the eligibility and 

documents required and prepared a Electoral Roll (Voter List). A list of scrutinized candidates 

with different symbols allotted to them for contesting in election was made by the Returning 

Officer (RO) who also stated the rules and code of conduct for campaigning. Total 6 candidates 

campaigned, gave speeches and presented their manifestoes full of appealing promises to attract 

voters. Moving ahead, at polling time the Presiding Officer demonstrated the voting process 

and assured a fair polling by showing empty ballot-box and making security checks. About 23 

voters arrived at the polling booth. They all stood in queue, approached one by one, got their 

names verified by first Polling Officer (PO), got their fingers inked by second PO and collected 

the ballot paper from the third one. They were asked to drop the marked papers in the ballot-

box secretly after folding it once vertically. After all votes were put, counting was conducted 

by Presiding Officer and Polling Officers under supervision of Returning Officer. Few ballot 

papers were rejected and the reasons were explained. The result was declared and was accepted 

by all. The winner candidate was congratulated and was expected to fulfill her statements. The 

guests praised the class students and encouraged them with valuable remarks. The event came 

to conclusion with a vote of thanks by. Students enjoyed a lot and dispersed with the sincere 

hope that such events be organized at frequent times.  

ELC 2019_Youtube Link: Nukad Nataak: https://youtu.be/V_yk5he00s8  

 

https://youtu.be/V_yk5he00s8


Picture-01: Nukkad Natak play by the students on – 1/10/2019 

 

 

 

ELC-2021: organized in Virtual Mode  

Date & Time of Event: 14 May ,2021 (Friday) 

Picture: 02: Browser of Event  

Picture: 03: Screenshot Photo of Electoral Literacy Club, 2021 

 

 



3rd Electoral Literacy Club, 2020 

Date & Time of Event: 11 March 2022 

Youture link:  

1. https://youtube.com/shorts/m75-MTl5WNk?feature=share  

2. Samikaha Nair Student Cordinator of ELC https://youtu.be/B9zb22kwiEE  

3. ELC, 2022 https://youtu.be/Pu-WpN5XZ9Y  

 

 

 
Picture_04; Browser of Release of Even 

 
Picture 05; Guest of Event: 3rd ELC_ 11 March 2022 

https://youtube.com/shorts/m75-MTl5WNk?feature=share
https://youtu.be/B9zb22kwiEE
https://youtu.be/Pu-WpN5XZ9Y


 

 
Picture: 06: Election Song (3rd ELC) 

 
Picture 07: Madal Matdan: (3rd ELC) 

 



 
Picture of 08: Nukaad Natat (3rd ELC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4th Elecroal Literacy Club:  

Poster: 08 Debate Cometition_ 2 March, 2023 

 



Poster Competion: 4th ELC, 2023 

 



 




